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Excitation sculpting (T-L. Hwang and A. J. Shaka, J. Magn.
eson. A 112, 275–279 (1995)) used for solvent suppression and

elective excitation in NMR bases its success on the ability to
emove baseline and phase errors created by the application of
elective rf pulses. This is achieved by the application of two
ulsed field gradient (PFG) echoes in sequence. It is essential that
he two pairs of PFGs select the coherence transfer steps indepen-
ently of each other, which is conveniently achieved if they are
pplied along orthogonal spatial axes. Here, the much more com-
on case where both PFG pairs must be applied along a single

xis is investigated. This is shown to lead to complications for
ertain ratios of PFG strengths. The original theory of excitation
culpting is restated in the spherical basis for convenience. Some of
he effects can only be explained by invoking the dipolar demag-
etizing field. © 1999 Academic Press

Key Words: excitation sculpting; pulsed field gradients; coher-
nce pathways; dipolar demagnetizing field; solvent suppression.

INTRODUCTION

Excitation sculpting (1–3) is a powerful method for selectiv
xcitation and solvent suppression, which has found m
pplications in particular in the area of biological NMR wh
xperiments must be carried out in H2O and where clea
elective excitation is crucial (4–10). It allows one to suppres
hase errors and baseline distortions which are caused b
pplication of a selective pulse. The sequence can be r
ented schematically by

G1 2 R 2 G1 2 G2 2 R 2 G2, [1]

hereG1 andG2 represent the pulsed field gradients (PFG
ndR represents a selective pulse (or a combination of s

ive pulses with hard pulses).
The theory (1) states that in order that the artifacts

emoved effectively the two gradient pairs should be ch
uch that they defocus and refocus independently. One w
nsure this is to apply the two gradient pairs along orthog
irections in space, thus allowing for a completely indepen
206090-7807/99 $30.00
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oherence transfer selection process regardless of the gr
atio G1/G2.

However, very often the experiments must be carried
hen only a single gradient direction is available, and the
1/G2 becomes critical. This case has not yet been inv
ated in detail although it concerns the vast majority of
pplications in the literature (4–8, 10).

THEORY

The spherical basis is convenient for this kind of prob
ince it allows one to analyze the effects of rf pulses separ
rom those of the PFGs for each possible coherence pat
11). In this way, artifacts are associated with unwanted
erence pathways surviving the two gradient echoes.
As in the original work (1–3) we are interested in th

ransformation of the input vectorm into the output vectorM,
oth of which are given with respect to

e1 5 2221/ 2~x 1 iy!

e0 5 z

e21 5 221/ 2~x 2 iy!. [2]

The single echo will be considered first, schematically
esented byG1 2 R 2 G1. Without providing specific infor
ation on the transformationR we may represent it as
rbitrary rotation characterized by the three Euler anglesa, b,
(the convention of Rose (12) is used).

Rmm9~a, b, g! 5 D m9m
1 ~a, b, g! [3]

R is the transpose ofD 1) and the matrix elements are given

Rmm9 5 exp~2im9a!dm9m
1 ~b! exp~2img!, [4]

here thedm9m
1 (b) are the reduced matrix elements of

igner rotation matrix of rank 1.
From the definition of the Euler angles (12) we see thatb
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207UNWANTED LEAKAGE IN EXCITATION SCULPTING
an be regarded as the actual (on-resonance) flip angle wa
ndg are responsible for offset effects and phase errors.
The action ofR on the input vectorm is represented as

M 5 Rm [5]

ith

The ideal case is considered first (i.e., the gradient
efocus and refocus independently): One gradient pair lea
efocusing only if the coherence order changes sign throug
ction ofR, i.e.,

G1p1 1 G1p2 5 0 f p1 5 2p2. [7]

e have thus three possibilities,

heres, the signal attenuation, is taken from Eq. [6].
Due to the action of the second gradient pair (whic

ssumed to be independent from the first one) only inversi
he coherence orderp2 will be allowed. We are left with th
hree possibilities

~1! ~ p1, p2, p3! 5 ~1, 21, 1! 7 s 5 sin4~b/ 2!

~2! ~ p1, p, 2p3! 5 ~0, 0, 0! 7 s 5 cos2b

~3! ~ p1, p2, p3! 5 ~21, 1, 21! 7 s 5 sin4~b/ 2! , [9]

here the signals are calculated from Eq. [8] by approp
ombinations.

R 5 1
cos2~b/ 2!exp~2i ~a 1 g!! 221/ 2sin

2 221/ 2sin b exp~2ia!

sin2~b/ 2!exp~2i ~a 2 g!! 2221/ 2

~1! ~ p1, p2! 5 ~1, 21! 7 s

~2! ~ p1, p2! 5 ~0, 0! 7 s

~3! ~ p1, p2! 5 ~21, 1! 7 s
rs
to

he

s
of

te

Defining the “probability for flip,”P 5 (1 2 cosb)/2, we
an draw the complete analogy to the original theory (1):

M 5 S P2 0 0
0 ~1 2 2P! 2 0
0 0 P2

D z m. [10]

hase errors and leakage terms are effectively removed b
pplication of the second echo, and the input vector is m
caled. This is, in fact, a simple consequence of the symm
*m9m 5 (2)m92m D2m9,2m (12) from which one can verify th
alidity of the excitation sculpting principle for arbitrary sp
ystems when the action ofR is describable as a pure rotatio
If both gradient pairs are applied along the same a

owever, one cannot analyze each echo separately. We

onsider cases in which complete refocusing is only achi
fter the second echo; i.e.,

G1~ p1 1 p2! 1 G2~ p2 1 p3! 5 0. [11]

f we exclude cases whereG1 5 0 or G2 5 0, p1 1 p2 5 0
mplies p2 1 p3 5 0 (andvice versa) and we have again th
ollowing possibilities (p1, p2, p3) 5 (1, 21, 1), (21, 1,

1), and (0, 0, 0) as in the uncorrelated case (the s
ttenuations will be the same as in Eq. [9]). These are, in

he desired pathways, which are always selected, regardl
he gradient ratioG1/G2.

Certain ratios, however, will allow also other (unwant

exp~2ig! sin2~b/ 2!exp~i ~a 2 g!!

sb 221/ 2sin b exp~ia!

b exp~ig! cos2~b/ 2!exp~i ~a 1 g!!
2 [6]

sin2~b/ 2!exp~2i ~a 2 g!!

cosb

sin2~b/ 2!exp~i ~a 2 g!! , [8]
b

co

sin
5

5

5
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208 ALEXEJ JERSCHOW
athways to leak through. These ratios are determined from
11] as

G1

G2
5 2

p2 1 p3

p1 1 p2
, [12]

hich is only meaningful for nonsingular and nonzero val
able 1 summarizes the coherence pathways that are se
y certain gradient ratios. The signal intensities are calcu
y use of Eq. [6]. All pathways in Table 1 are attenuated
hase errors with respect to the desired pathways (Eq.
herefore, the corresponding gradient ratios have to
voided.
However, it was found in experiments with excitat

culpting used for solvent suppression that also gradient
ther than the ones shown in Table 1 led to nonideal beh
Figs. 3–5). Changing the axis of the applied gradients allo
o attribute these leakage effects to the dipolar demagne
eld (DDF) (13–16). The analysis of DDF effects is hampe
y the inherent nonlinear behavior of the equations of mo
nder the DDF (13) and coherence pathways cannot be defi

n a conventional way. It was shown that they exhibit mult
uantum coherence like behavior in every aspect of con

ional NMR (14, 15). A quantum mechanical theory for the
ffects was proposed (14) where DDF effects were explain
y intermolecular multiple quantum coherences. It was

ound that while quantitative information was more rea
erived from the classical theory (a mean-field approach
uantum theory allowed to use standard NMR concepts su
oherence pathways to analyze pulse sequences. Recen
ications suggest that both approaches are equivalent (17, 18).

Usually, the analysis of a complicated sequence (by e

TABLE 1
Coherence Pathways Selected by Certain Gradient Ratios and

Their Signal Attenuation in Terms of Euler Angles

Number G1/G2 p1 p2 p3 Signals

1 22/1 0 1 1 223/2e2i (a12g) (1 1 cos b) sin b
2 0 21 21 2223/2ei (a12g) (1 1 cos b) sin b
3 21/1 1 1 1 1

4e
22i (a1g) (1 1 cos b)2

4 1 0 1 21
2e

2i (a1g) sin2 b
5 0 1 0 21

2e
2i (a1g) sin2 b

6 0 21 0 21
2e

i (a1g) sin2 b
7 21 0 21 21

2e
i (a1g) sin2 b

8 21 21 21 1
4e

2i (a1g)(1 1 cos b)2

9 21/2 1 1 0 2223/2e2i (2a1ig) (1 1 cos b) sin b
10 21 21 0 223/2ei (2a1g) (1 1 cos b) sin b
11 1/1 1 0 21 1

2e
2i (a2g) sin2 b

12 21 0 1 1
2e

i (a2g) sin2 b

Note.Pathways corresponding to the ratios 0,`, and 0/0 are removed, sin
hey either cannot be selected or correspond to the trivial cases given
ext.
q.
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heory) is reduced to the case of a two-pulse sequence (14) or
three pulse sequence with otherwise strong simplifying

umptions (19, 20). The application of a soft pulse for a du
ion comparable in order to the characteristic “dipolar dem
etizing time” (14) t d 5 1/gm 0M 0 (i.e., ca. 120 ms for a ne
2O sample in a 7 Tmagnet) leads to more complications a

enders the problem essentially intractable and confine
xpensive numerical simulations.
In the present article, effects during the soft pulses

eglected (they are short) and leakage effects using gra
atios other than the ones listed in Table 1 are attribute
oherence pathways with at least oneupi u . 1. Assuming tha
he strongest artifacts will be caused by coherence path
ith a next higher order coherence (14) Table 2 shows th
ossible gradient ratios which cause their selection (for br
nly detectable signals after the sequence are considere
3 5 21). The extraction of quantitative information ab
xpected signal intensities would require extensive com
imulations. Table 2 thus provides an overcomplete se
radient ratios (to the extent that we may include hig
oherence orders if necessary), the actual significance of w
as yet to be shown by experiment.
In the first publication describing DDF effects in NMR (13)

t was shown that these effects scale withP2(cosu ) whereu
s the angle the magnetic field gradient makes with the statB0

eld. Thus by conducting experiments with different angle
he applied gradients it is possible to separate dipolar
rtifacts from conventional ones. In particular, at the m
ngle, cos21(1/=3) 5 54.7 degrees, the dipolar field effe
hould vanish completely. Similar effects were shown ea
n the context of water suppression (21).

TABLE 2
Coherence Pathways Selected by Certain Gradient Ratios for

bsolute Coherence Orders Larger than One (in the Case of
ipolar Demagnetizing Field Effects)

Number G1/G2 p1 p2

1 23/1 1 22
2 23/2 0 22
3 21/1 21 2
4 21/1 21 22
5 23/4 22 22
6 22/3 22 21
7 21/2 0 2
8 21/2 22 0
9 21/3 1 2

10 21/4 2 2
11 1/2 2 0
12 2/1 2 21

Note.Pathways involving only single and zero quantum coherence
hown in Table 1. Here, for brevity, only the pathways are listed which
etectable in a water suppression sequence applied at the end of a
equence (i.e.,p3 5 21) and which do not correspond toG1/G2 5 0, `, 0/0.

the
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209UNWANTED LEAKAGE IN EXCITATION SCULPTING
If the wavelength of the gradient modulation (k 5 (kx, ky,
z) 5 g * G(t) p(t)dt) is low (usually 10–104 rad/m) for a
articular pathway there can arise effects which may be

aken for DDF effects through their angular dependence. It
hown recently (11) that the gradient attenuation for a cyl
rical sample (heighth, radiusr ) is given by

s~u ! 5
sin~kzh!

kzh

2J1~kxyr !

kxyr
, [13]

herekxy 5 (kx
2 1 ky

2) 1/ 2, andJ1 is the Bessel function of th
rst kind and first order. Oscillations as a function of the an
of the applied gradient are introduced throughkz 5 k cosu,
ndkxy 5 k sin u (with k 5 uku). Figure 1 shows the functio
(u ) for certain values ofk. Whenk is increased the overa
amping becomes stronger but the oscillating features re
igure 3 shows experiments where such an angular depen
an be observed. The most important difference to DDF ef
s that the latter do not show oscillations. Furthermore, they

FIG. 1. Attenuation functions(u ) for coherence pathways according
q. [13] depending on the modulation wavelengthk and the angleu of the
pplied gradient (w.r.t. theB0 field). The sample is assumed to be a cylin
ith h 5 12 mm, andr 5 2.1 mm.
s-
as

e

in.
nce
ts
n

e distinguished by the application of stronger gradient pu
here the former are in general attenuated much stronge

he latter (Figs. 4 and 5).

EXPERIMENTAL

The following experiment was conducted,

p/ 2 2 G1 2 R 2 G1 2 G2 2 R 2 G2 2 acqu, [14]

hereR 5 (p sel 2 p). p/ 2, p are hard rf pulses with th
espective nominal flip angles, andp sel is a selectivep pulse of
urationt on the water resonance.
All experiments were performed on a Bruker DRX 3

pectrometer (300 MHz proton frequency), equipped wit
custar gradient amplifier and a multinuclear 5-mm inve
robe (TXI) featuring actively shielded triple axis gradi
oils. A 90% H2O/D2O sample with 5 mM ubiquitin in a
cetate buffer at pH 4.5 at 298 K was used. A gaussian sh
ulse with 1K points, and 1% truncation was chosen forp sel.

single scan of 4K points was acquired in 570 ms.
xponential window function with 2 Hz was applied. To all
ufficient relaxation in between successive experiments a
f 30 s was included.
Figure 2 shows the spectra acquired for the soft pulse

ions t 5 3 and 9 ms with transverse and longitudinal gr
nts. The quality of the water suppression is excellent i
ases and is the same with the use of orthogonal gradien
ongitudinal single-axis gradients. Very high spectral sele
ty is achieved for the spectra in Figs. 2c–2f, while J-mod
ion effects and transverse relaxation attenuation are ac
ble.
The experiments shown in Figs. 2b and 2f were condu

or all gradient ratiosG1/G2 5 m/n with umu, unu , 6. Higher
alues ofm, n were considered practically nonrelevant si
ery high gradient strengths must be used to adequately
inguish coherence pathways selected, e.g., by the ratio
nd 5/4 while at the same time good water suppression s
e provided. To allow a fair comparison between experim
ith different gradient ratios the gradient strengths were
uch thatuG1u1uG2u 5 G0 5 0.35 T/m (50.49 T/m for the
xperiment in Fig. 4) and the appropriate settings ofG1 andG2

peak amplitude of sine shapes) were calculated by

G2 5 G0/~1 1 um/nu!

G1 5 G2m/n. [15]

he gradient pulse duration was 1.5, 2.2, and 3.5 ms fo
xperiments of Figs. 3, 4, and 5, respectively (shorter gra
ulses than 1.5 ms resulted in bad water suppression, pr
bly due to Eddy current effects and gradient area instabili
Tilted gradients were performed by combining thez and the
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gradients with appropriate ratios, the relative strength
hich were calibrated by a simple PFG echo diffusion ex

ment on water. As a measure to avoid complications f
egions with strong gradient nonlinearities the sample
onfined to 12 mm in the center of the 17 mm high rf coil
usceptibility-matched plugs as recommended recently (22). It
as found further that flipping the polarity of both gradie
id not change the results for any ratio. All spectra were ph

o give in-phase ubiquitin signals.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the results of the excitation sculpting ex
ments with varying flip angles for all gradient ratios. T
atios 22/1, 1/1, and21/1 show severe leakage effects
redicted in Table 1 forp3 5 21 (detection coherence orde

FIG. 2. Excitation sculpting water suppression experiment on a 90%2O
n the left side are acquired withG1 alongx andG2 alongy with peak streng

3/1 (G1 5 0.262T/m, andG2 5 0.088T/m). The durations of the grad
he selectivity is improved w.r.t. (a–b) due to the longer soft pulse, whil
pparent improved performance of the single axis gradient experiments
of
r-

s

ed

r-

t is interesting to note the difference in phase behavior as
ndicated in Table 1. The ratio of21/1 corresponds to a ca
here no effective gradient is experienced in the second

ution period and it shows consequently the most severe
acts. The ratios22/3,23/4 show an angular dependence w

minimum at the magic angle, which strongly indicates
hey are caused by DDF effects (these ratios are featur
able 2). Other ratios (23/2, 24/5, 23/5, 24/3, 25/3, 25/4)

ead to fairly strong leakage effects of the oscillating t
iscussed in connection with Eq. [13] and Fig. 1. Wea
ffects are observed for21/2,21/3, and21/4. The leakage
ainly due to the coherence pathway (21, 0,21). It should be
entioned that these problems are an artifact of the finite
f the gradient strengths applied. For this reason a se
eries was performed (Fig. 4) with stronger and longer pu
eld gradients (G0 5 0.49 T/m, 2.2 ms) in order to attenua

O sample with 5 mM ubiquitin. Sine shaped gradients are used. The s
of 0.175 T/m each. On the right sidez gradients were used with a ratioG1/G2

t pulses are 1.5 ms except for (e) and (f) where they are 3.5 ms. (c–f) s
-modulation effects and attenuation due to transverse relaxation are mderate. The
, d, f) is merely a coincidence.
H/D2

ths
ien
e J

(b
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211UNWANTED LEAKAGE IN EXCITATION SCULPTING
hese artifacts. The ratios that lead to DDF effects in the sp
re now unambiguously determined as22/3 and23/4. Even
ith this setup (long gradient pulses) leakage is still obse

rom the ratio 1/1 to the ratios 5/4 and 4/5, and also from21/1
o 25/4 and24/5.

Figure 5 shows the results of another experimental s
onducted with a longer soft pulse (t 5 9 ms) and with
radients of length 3.5 ms andG0 5 0.35T/m. Here, the sam
ffects are observed. Leakage effects are well suppress

he long gradients.
Not all of the ratios shown in Table 2 actually have ap

iable effects on the spectra (as was discussed in the T
ection) but this may well change at higher fields and
onger evolution delays. It may even be necessary to con

FIG. 3. Excitation sculpting water suppression experiment on a 90%2O
radient pulse duration is 1.5 ms (corresponding to the experiment in F
as tilted fromu 5 0 to 90° in steps of 2. The residual water resonance

he approximate position of the magic angle, 55°. Some spectra were s
ize of the highest protein signal is shown for comparison.
tra

d

es

by

-
ory
h
er

igher coherence orders than two. A strategy to avoid D
ffects can be devised for such cases in the following wa
If the highest possible multiple quantum coherence (inv

ng intermolecular interactions) ispm and p3 5 21 is fixed
for detection) then the extremal values of the gradient r
ausing refocusing of unwanted pathways are

minFG1

G2
G 5 2pm 2 1

maxFG1

G2
G 5 pm. [16]

his follows immediately from Eq. [12] and it can be verifi

O sample with 5 mM ubiquitin. The soft pulse duration ist 5 3 ms, and th
2b). For each gradient ratioG1/G2 5 m/n with umu, unu , 6 the gradient directio
shown for all experiments (the region of 4–5 ppm is plotted). The scal
ed down by the factor indicated to fit in the figure. In the top left cornerold
H/D2

ig.
is

cal
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212 ALEXEJ JERSCHOW
or pm 5 1 and 2 in Tables 1 and 2. The value ofpm depend
n principle on the field strength, the water concentration,
he duration of the selective pulses and the gradients. A
xperiments and Table 2 show, higher coherence orders

wo are not necessary to explain the DDF artifacts with
arameters used. Choosing a ratio outside of the range giv
q. [16] allows one to be always on the safe side.
Radiation damping (23) has not yet been considered so

ince the bulk water magnetization is usually defocu
trongly enough such as not to create coupling with the rf-
he only situation in which it could play a significant role
hen unmodulated magnetization is rotated into the trans
lane during the soft pulses, or when the magnetizatio
efocused before the second soft pulse. In both case
urations of the soft pulses must be comparable to the “
tion damping time” (23, 24), which is on the order of 30–6
s for water at 7 T field strength depending on the qua

FIG. 4. Same experimental series as in Fig. 3 b
d
he
an
e
by

r
d
il.

se
is
the
i-

actor. This time constant is inversely proportional to
acroscopic magnetization and will therefore be much lo

f only a fraction of the signal is not modulated.
To refocus the magnetization before the second soft p

he following condition must be fulfilled:

G1~ p1 1 p2! 1 G2p2 5 0. [17]

eaving aside the trivial case (p1, p2) 5 (0, 0) the gradien
atios for this to hold areG1/G2 5 21/ 2 for (p1, p2) 5 6(1,
) andG1/G2 5 21 for (p1, p2) 5 (0, 61). The first ratio
id not lead to significant artifacts as is verified in Fig. 5

he latter is one that must be avoided for other reasons (T
). It was thus concluded that radiation damping could
eglected with the parameters used.

ith a gradient duration of 2.2 ms, andG0 5 0.49 T/m.
ut w
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CONCLUSION

It was shown that excitation sculpting using single a
radients is subject to severe artifacts depending on the g
nt ratio G1/G2. These effects are well explained by
efocusing (or partial refocusing) of unwanted coherence p
ays on the one hand and by dipolar demagnetizing
ffects on the other.
Many NMR spectrometers are not equipped with triple

radient hardware (where this problem essentially does
rise). In the experiment considered, unwanted signals c
asily avoided by choosing a gradient ratio other than

eading to artifacts of Figs. 3–5, or more safely, outside o
ange given by Eq. [16]. Inspection of Figs. 3–5 shows
hat more negative ratios are “problematic” than positive o
essentially all positive ratios except 1/1 are “good”). If
radients must be applied along one direction in triple

FIG. 5. Same experimental series as in Fig. 3 but with a gradient du
n Fig. 2f).
s
di-

h-
ld

s
ot
be
e
e
o
s

is

radient systems the use of magic angle gradients is in ge
good idea.
Multiple excitation sculpting steps require, of course, a m

horough analysis but this can be done easily along the
utlined in this article (Table 1 for example predicts a
omplications with a ratio of 1/2 in a pulse sequence w
xcitation sculpting is applied at the beginning).
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